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CYLINDER CURVES IN FINITE HOLONOMY FLAT METRICS
SER-WEI FU AND CHRISTOPHER LEININGER
Abstract. For an orientable surface of finite type equipped with a flat metric
with holonomy of finite order q, the set of maximal embedded cylinders can be
empty, non-empty, finite, or infinite. The case when q ≤ 2 is well-studied as
such surfaces are (half-)translation surfaces. Not only is the set always infinite,
the core curves form an infinite diameter subset of the curve complex. In this
paper we focus on the case q ≥ 3 and construct examples illustrating a range
of behaviors for the embedded cylinder curves. We prove that if q ≥ 3 and
the surface is fully punctured, then the embedded cylinder curves form a finite
diameter subset of the curve complex. The proof is then used to characterize
the flat metrics for which the embedded cylinder curves have infinite diameter.
1. Introduction
We study the embedded cylinders in an orientable surface S of finite type,
equipped with a flat metric: that is, a non-positively curved Euclidean cone metric,
whose metric completion is also a Euclidean cone metric of finite area. By a cylin-
der for a flat metric ϕ on S, we mean an isometrically immersed open Euclidean
cylinder. If the cylinder is embedded, then the (isotopy class of its) core curve is a
simple closed curve in S called an embedded cylinder curve. The set of all embed-
ded cylinder curves is denoted EC(ϕ), which we view as a subset of C(S), the curve
complex of S; see Section 2.
To describe the situation of interest for us, we recall that the holonomy of a
flat metric ϕ on S is the image of the holonomy homomorphism π1(S
◦) → SO(2)
defined by parallel transport around loops on S◦, the surface obtained by removing
all cone points of ϕ. When the holonomy has order q ≤ 2, the metric comes from
a half-translation structure, so every cylinder is embedded and a consequence of
Masur’s work [13] is that EC(ϕ) ⊂ C(S) has infinite diameter. In this paper, we are
interested in flat metrics with holonomy of finite order q ≥ 3.
We construct a number of examples of flat metrics ϕ for which the holonomy
has order q, with 2 < q <∞, and for which EC(ϕ) exhibits a variety of behaviors.
Specifically, we construct examples of such metrics ϕ on closed surfaces for which
EC(ϕ) is empty, non-empty, finite, and infinite; see Section 3. Moreover, among
the examples where EC(ϕ) is infinite, we find some for which EC(ϕ) has infinite
diameter in C(S). Despite this last family of examples, in Section 4, we show that
when ϕ is fully punctured, that is it has no cone points, then the diameter in the
curve complex is always finite.
Theorem 1. Let ϕ be a fully punctured flat metric on a surface S with finite
holonomy of order at least 3. Then EC(ϕ) ⊂ C(S) has finite diameter.
The ideas in the proof of this theorem can be used to show that all examples for
which EC(ϕ) has infinite diameter must arise from the kind of construction we give
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in Section 3.3 and mentioned in the previous paragraph; see Theorem 2. The proof
of Theorem 1 can also be modified to prove a similar result for the set of embedded
saddle connections; see Theorem 3.
Flat metrics with finite order holonomy arise naturally as a generalization of
half-translation surfaces and share a number of properties. For such metrics, the
set of cylinder curves is an important tool in identifying the metric up to affine de-
formation, leading to rigidity results of the second author with Duchin and Rafi [6]
and Loving [12]. For half-translation surfaces, combinatorial and geometric prop-
erties of cylinder curves and saddle connections, viewed as subsets of the curve
graph and arc graph have recently been recently studied by Tang-Webb [20], Pan
[15] and Disarlo-Randecker-Tang [5], as well as forthcoming work of Tang [19]. The
connection between flat metrics and the curve graph has its origin in the work of
Masur and Minsky [14] (see also Bowditch [3]), while more generally, cylinders in
flat metrics arose naturally in complex analysis via extremal problems (see Strebel
[18]) and in dynamics of rational billiards via periodic billiard trajectories (see, for
example, Masur [13] and Boshernitzan-Galperin-Kru¨ger-Troubetzkoy [2]).
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2. Notation
A Euclidean cone metric ϕ on a surface S is a metric which is locally isometric
to the Euclidean plane away from a finite number of points. At these points, the
metric has a cone singularity with well-defined cone angle > 0. The metric is non-
positively curved (locally CAT(0)) if all cone points have cone angle greater than
2π.
The metric completion of a non-positively curved Euclidean cone metric may not
even be a surface in general (e.g. the metric completion of the universal cover of
the Euclidean plane minus a point), but for the purposes of this paper, we will only
consider those metrics where it is a surface, and is again a Euclidean cone metric
of finite area. We call such a metric a flat metric on S.
Given a flat metric ϕ on S, the associated fully punctured flat metric is the
restriction ϕ◦ of ϕ to the surface S◦ obtained by removing all cone points of ϕ
from S. The holonomy homomorphism π1(S
◦) → SO(2) is obtained by parallel
translating around loops based at some point of S◦, and the holonomy is defined
to be the image. When the order of the holonomy q is 1 or 2, the flat metric comes
from a translation or half-translation surface. The primary focus of this paper is
the case where the holonomy has finite order q at least 3. If the holonomy has order
dividing q, we say that the metric is a q–flat metric.
Given q ≥ 1 and a meromorphic q–differential on a closed Riemann surfaces with
poles of order at most q − 1 determines a Euclidean cone metric with holonomy
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dividing q. Puncturing at the poles (if any) determines a q–flat metric on the
resulting surface. Specifically, integrating a qth root of the differential away from
the singularities determines a preferred coordinate, well defined up to translation
and rotation through angles which are integral multiples of 2π
q
(depending on the
choice of qth root). These coordinates therefore define a Euclidean metric on the
complement of the zeros/poles with holonomy having order dividing q. This metric
extends over a zero of order k ≥ 1− q (a pole if k < 0) to produce cone singularities
with cone angles 2π+ 2πk
q
(c.f. Bankovic [1]). We will not use this complex analytic
perspective, but mention it for context.
We can also concretely describe q–flat metrics by gluing sides of finite number of
compact Euclidean polygons by isometries that are compositions of translations and
rotations through angles that are integral multiples of 2π
q
. For example, consider
the equilateral triangle on the right in Figure 1 with each side subdivided into four
equal length arcs, which we view as a 12-gon where some of the interior angles are
equal to π. The pairing of these sides of this 12-gon described by the labels in the
figure can be realized by gluings given by translations and rotations through angles
kπ
3
= 2kπ
6
, for k ∈ Z. The result is a genus 3 surface with a flat metric having
holonomy of order 6, and a single cone point of cone angle 10π.
Given a fully punctured flat metric ϕ on S with finite holonomy of order q the
holonomy almost trivializing cover p0 : (S0, ϕ0) → (S, ϕ) is the locally isometric
cover corresponding to the preimage of the subgroup {±I} < SO(2) (with the pull
back metric ϕ0 = p
∗ϕ); see Loving [12]. The cover p is a cyclic cover of degree
q0 = q if q is odd and q0 =
q
2
if q is even. If ϕ is not fully punctured, this cover still
makes sense as a branched covering, branched over (some of) the cone points. If
we build the flat metric by gluing polygons, we can construct the holonomy almost
trivializing cover from q0 rotated copies of the polygons. See Figure 1 on the left
for the example of the cover associated to the genus 3 surface described above (and
illustrated on the right).
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Figure 1. A flat metric with holonomy of order 6 and the (degree
3) holonomy almost trivializing cover.
If a closed curve γ on a q-flat metric has a geodesic representative that does
not contain any cone points, then γ is called a cylinder curve and lies inside a
unique maximal immersed open Euclidean cylinder, or just a maximal cylinder.
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Combining Masur’s result [13] with the holonomy almost trivializing cover, every
q-flat metric has infinitely many homotopy classes of cylinder curves. In this paper
we are focused on the homotopy classes of embedded cylinder curves, or the set of
embedded maximal cylinders of a q-flat metric ϕ denoted by EC(ϕ).
Any geodesic in a q-flat metric that connects two punctures/cone points (not
necessarily distinct) with interior disjoint from the cone points is called a saddle
connection. We use ESC(ϕ) to denote the set of saddle connections with embedded
interior in ϕ.
The curve graph C(S) and the arc graph A(S) are simplicial graphs whose ver-
tices correspond to isotopy classes of essential simple closed curves and arcs, re-
spectively. In each case, vertices are joined by an edge if the isotopy classes admit
disjoint representatives (except possibly at their endpoints, in the situation of arcs).
We view EC(ϕ) ⊂ C(S) and ESC(ϕ) ⊂ A(S), respectively, as sets of vertices, and
refer to the diameter of such a subset as the supremum of edge-path distances
between any two points in it.
3. Examples
In this section we provide several examples of q-flat metrics whose cylinder sets
exhibit a range of behaviors.
3.1. Finitely many embedded cylinders. The following fact from classical Eu-
clidean geometry proves quite useful in limiting embedded cylinders in a flat metric.
Proposition 1. Let A and B be distinct points in R2. The set
IAB(θ) = {C ∈ R
2 | ∠ACB = θ},
for some fixed 0 < θ < π, is the two circular arcs of central angle 2(π−θ) connecting
A and B.
Proposition 1 will be used to determine whether a geodesic has a self-intersection
with a prescribed intersection angle; see the next two constructions.
3.1.1. Octagon. The first example is a 4–flat metric ϕ on a closed genus 2 surface S.
Starting with a regular octagon P , we identify sides by isometry as indicated by the
labeling in Figure 2. We note that this is the picture of a genus 2 surface commonly
found in a first course in topology, as opposed to the “usual octagon example” often
found in studying translation structures (where one identifies opposite sides). As
with the translation example, this 4–flat metric has a single cone point with cone
angle 6π.
The metric ϕ has three embedded cylinders, which are shown in Figure 3. In
fact, these are the only maximal embedded cylinders.
Proposition 2. The flat metric ϕ above has exactly three maximal cylinders. That
is, EC(ϕ) consists of exactly three curves.
Proof. Suppose γ is the core of some cylinder on (S, ϕ), and is thus a closed geodesic
on (S, ϕ) containing no cone points. Our goal is to show that γ (and hence the
cylinder) can only be embedded if it is one of the three cylinders already described.
To this end, observe that γ cuts through P in a collection of straight line segments,
γ1, . . . , γk, which identify to γ upon gluing the paired sides. The proof reduces
to an argument about the angles that these segments make with the sides, and in
referring to these angles, we will always mean the angle in (0, π
2
].
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Figure 2. A 4-flat metric on a genus 2 surface.
First, we claim that if one of the segments γi meets a side at a point x making
angle at least π
4
, then γ will have a self-intersection. To see this, let y be the point
identified to x along the identified side, and let γi+1 be the segment meeting the side
at the point y. By inspection, one of the semi-circles in Ixy(
π
2
) is entirely contained
in P , and the segments γi, γi+1 intersect at a point of Ixy(
π
2
); see Figure 4. It
follows that γ has a self-intersection, and so it is not embedded.
Next, we observe that any line segment that connects non-adjacent sides of P
makes angle at least π
4
at the point of intersection with at least one of the sides.
Therefore, by the previous paragraph, if γ is embedded it must be that each γi
connects adjacent sides of P . Each pair of adjacent sides determines a triangle in
P as in Figure 3 which is contained in exactly one of the three given embedded
cylinders, and each segment γi must therefore project into a unique cylinder and
makes an angle strictly less than π
8
with the core geodesics of that cylinder. If γ is
entirely contained in one of the cylinders, then it must be a core geodesic of that
cylinder and we are done. Otherwise, there must be points of γ which are contained
in two of these cylinders. However, intersecting cylinders have core geodesics that
meet at angle π
4
, and so when the switch happens, the angle with the core geodesic
must switch from being strictly less than π
8
to being strictly greater than π
8
, a
contradiction. 
Figure 3. Cylinders in the octagon example.
A similar argument can be used to prove that every regular 4g-gon with the
same gluing pattern per four consecutive edges is a 2g–flat metric that has exactly
g + 1 embedded cylinder curves.
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Figure 4. Self-intersections occur inside the shaded region when
the angle with edge c is at least π
4
.
3.1.2. Cylinder-free region. Here we construct “building blocks” that can be used
to construct cylinder-free regions: subsets of a surface with a flat metric which
are disjoint from all embedded cylinders. For example, the part of the octagon
after removing the three cylinders is the cylinder-free region in the example from
Section 3.1.1.
Consider the non-positively curved Euclidean cone surface B (with boundary)
illustrated in Figure 5. The surface B is constructed from an equilateral triangle,
which will ultimately be the cylinder-free part, union with a buffer region bounded
by the circular arc of central angle 4π
3
tangent to two sides of the triangle at their
endpoints. The two sides of the triangle on the boundary of the region are sub-
divided and identified as indicated by isometries (which are rotations about some
point through cone angle ±π
3
). We call B a building block.
a
b
ab
Figure 5. The building block B with a triangular cylinder-free region.
Proposition 3. Suppose the building block B is locally isometrically immersed in a
flat surface (S, ϕ). Then the image of the triangular region is part of the cylinder-
free region of (S, ϕ).
Proof. Suppose γ is a closed non-singular geodesic in (S, ϕ) that intersects the
(image of) the building block, B. The goal is to show that γ must have a self-
intersection. Consider a maximal arc γ′ of γ that lifts to B meeting the triangular
region: lifting, we view γ′ as a geodesic arc that enters/exits B in ∂B (the circular
arc). If no such arc γ′ exists, then the entire curve γ lifts to B and we let γ′ = γ.
The arcs labeled a and b in Figure 5 project to closed geodesics through the cone
point which we also call a and b, respectively. Now observe that γ′ can be expressed
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as a concatenation of segments
γ′ = γ1γ2 · · · γk,
each segment of which either connect consecutive intersection points of γ′ with a∪b
or connects ∂B to an intersection point of a ∪ b (with no other intersection points
with a ∪ b in between).
It is convenient to further lift γ′ to the holonomy almost trivializing cover B˜ → B
illustrated in Figure 6. We view γ′ = γ1γ2 · · · γk in either B or B˜, whichever is more
convenient. The preimage of a and b is the union of arcs a1, a2, a3 and b1, b2, b3,
respectively, as illustrated.
III
a2
b2
a1b1
II
b2a3
b3
I
a1b1
a3
Figure 6. The holonomy almost trivializing cover B˜ of B.
Claim 1. γ′ must have endpoints on ∂B, and in the concatenation γ′ = γ1γ2 · · · γk,
the number of segments k is at most five.
Proof of Claim. Observe that since γ′ meets the triangle, it must hit either a or
b. Consider any intersection point with a ∪ b. Appealing to the obvious symmetry
interchanging a and b, we may suppose it is an intersection with the point a. Lifting
to B˜ (and composing with a covering transformation to choose a different lift if
necessary), we can assume this point of intersection lies in a2. For any such point
of intersection, it is clear from the picture that we may continue the geodesic in one
direction or the other and it will exit B˜ through the boundary after intersecting the
union of the ai and bj in at most one other point (in particular proving the first
part of the claim). Thus, considering the endpoints of the arcs in the concatenation,
there are at most two arcs on one side or the other. Therefore, there are at most
five arcs in the concatenation, completing the proof of the claim. 
Next, observe that from inside the triangle defining B we see four segments
labeled b, a, b, a counterclockwise in that order. For each 1 < i < k, the arc γi is
contained in the triangle and joins two such labeled segments, but not every pair of
segments can be joined. Specifically since both the first pair and last pair lie along
the same side of the triangle, neither of these pairs of segments can be connected
by a segment disjoint from the cone point. Thus, for each 1 < i < k, γi either joins
the two a segments, the two b segments (which up to symmetry is the same as two
a segments), the first and last segments or the middle two (adjacent) segments.
First suppose that some γi connects the pair of first and last segments. In this
case, we can show that γ′ has a self intersection inside the triangle of B. To see
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this, we may lift γi to B˜ so that it connects a3 and b1: we have labeled this as γi1
in Figure 7. The arc γi1 serves as a “barrier”, blocking γ
′ from exiting B without
crossing it. Indeed, after interchanging the roles of a and b, we may assume that
another lift to B˜ connects a2 and b3 and extends to intersect the first lift in a point
P1 as shown. This intersection point P1 projects to a self-intersection point of γ
′
inside the triangle, and hence γ has a self-intersection point.
Therefore, to prove that γ must have a self-intersection point in general, it suffices
to consider the case that no γi connects the first and last segments. Under these
additional assumptions, and upon inspection of the proof of the claim above, we
see that in fact γ is split into only k = 2 or 3 arcs: this is because at any endpoint
of the arcs, an arc on one side of this point must terminate at the boundary ∂B.
Now there are essentially three cases left to consider: one case where k = 2,
in which case γ′ runs from ∂B to itself and hits a (without loss of generality) in
exactly one point; and two cases where k = 3, depending on whether there is an
arc between two a segments (without loss of generality) or between the adjacent a
and b segments. These cases are illustrated by lifting to B˜ as shown in Figure 7,
where the arc in each of the cases labeled γi2 , γi3 , and γi4 , respectively. We briefly
describe how to find an intersection point in each of these cases, referring the reader
to the figure to clarify the situation. We note that the last case is the one that
determines the circular arc bounding the buffer region.
Suppose that k = 2, and without loss of generality, γ′ meets a∪ b in exactly one
point of a. This is shown in Figure 7 with one lifted arc denoted γi2 emanating from
a point x on a2. The other arc of γ
′ can be translated as indicated to emanate from
a point y on a1. Then these arcs intersect in a point denoted P2 in the figure which
lies in Ix,y(
2π
3
) (which clearly lies either inside the triangle or the buffer region).
Next, suppose k = 3 and there is an arc connecting two a edges (without loss of
generality). We lift this to B˜ to an arc denoted γi3 in the figure connecting points
on a1 and a2. This arc really corresponds to two intersection points of γ
′ with a,
or one triple point of intersection. If there’s a triple point, then this is a point of
self-intersection of γ′ as required. Otherwise, one of the points of intersection is
closer to the corner of the triangle and one is further. Similar to the very first case
considered (i.e. an arc connecting the pair of first and last segments), the arc γi3
serves as a barrier that one of the other segments of γ′ must intersect before leaving
the triangle.
Finally, suppose k = 3 and there is an arc connecting adjacent segments. In B˜
we can lift this to the arc between a3 and b2 as shown. The arcs on either side
of this arc exit the triangle, and as illustrated on the left of the figure, intersect
each other in a point P4 beyond the triangle, at an angle of
π
3
. If the points of
intersection with a and b are x and y, respectively, then P4 is contained in the
set Ix,y(
π
3
), which is contained inside the buffer region (the figures shows a case
where the point is near the boundary of the buffer). This handles all cases and so
completes the proof. 
Now consider, for example, the surface on the right in Figure 1. This is a genus
3 surface, and in each of the three corners of the big triangle, we see a locally
isometrically embedded building block. The union of the triangle parts of these are
all cylinder-free regions. What’s left is an equilateral triangle in the middle, which
can clearly contain no cylinders. Therefore, every cylinder necessarily meets the
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Figure 7. The four cases of geodesics γj crossing edge a with a
self-intersection Pj inside the building block.
cylinder-free region and so there are no embedded cylinders. It is not difficult to
construct many more such examples from this idea.
3.2. Large diameter sets of cylinder curves. Here we discuss a construction of
fully punctured flat metrics with finite holonomy for which the diameter of EC(S)
is arbitrarily large. Let α and β be simple closed curves on a surface S that fill
and so that all intersections have the same sign (i.e. the geometric and algebraic
intersection numbers are the same). There exists a square-tiled translation structure
ϕ on S whose horizontal and vertical foliations are cylinders foliated by curves
representing α and β, respectively. The number of cone points is at most 2g − 2,
by Poincare´ Hopf. This flat metric can be constructed from a horizontal cylinder
of height 1 and width i(α, β) by gluing the sides and at most 2g − 1 intervals
along the top to the intervals along the bottom (these intervals are all horizontal
saddle connections, except possibly two adjacent intervals obtained form a saddle
connection that must be cut to glue the top to the bottom); see Figure 8.
a b c d
ee
d c b a
Figure 8. Square-tiled flat metric with a single horizontal cylin-
der and a single vertical cylinder.
Note that α and β are also curves on S◦. Furthermore, for any d ≥ 3, we can
find such a pair of curves so that the distance in the curve graph C(S◦) is at least
d. This follows easily by picking any α and β as above, then replacing β with its
image under a sufficiently high power of a pseudo-Anosov in the Veech group of ϕ.
We therefore assume that the distance in C(S◦) between α and β is at least d.
Now we deform the flat metric ϕ◦ to a flat metric ϕˆ◦ on S◦ so that α and β are
still cylinder curves, but so that the holonomy now has order at least 3. To do this,
we proceed as follows. Consider the (at most 2g− 1) horizontal segments along the
top and bottom of the rectangle and deform the rectangle into a polygon along these
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segments to that they are no longer horizontal, but so that each makes a (small)
angle with the horizontal that is a rational multiples of π. We further assume
that sides on the top that are glued to sides on the bottom have the same length.
The vertical sides remain vertical and of the same length. Any such construction
produces a flat metric and if the deformation is small enough, α is still a cylinder
curve. The rationality condition on the angle made with the horizontal ensures
that the holonomy is finite; see Figure 9. Taking care with the saddle connection
on the top of the rectangle that was cut (if such exists), we can assume that the
metric completion has the same number of cone points.
a
b
c d
ee
d c
b a
Figure 9. Deformed flat metric along with the cylinders.
To ensure that β is still a cylinder curve requires a little more care. First observe
that the holonomy around β (oriented “upward”) can be computed as follows: If
δ1, . . . , δk are the horizontal saddle connections of ϕ, let n1, . . . , nk be the respective
number intersection point of β with these (so n1 + . . . + nk = i(α, β)). In the
deformed polygon, the saddle connection δi appear along the top/bottom each
making some angle with the horizontal, and upon gluing the top to the bottom
are a composition of translation and rotation through an angle θi which is the
difference of the two angles. The holonomy of β is then a rotation through angle
n1θ1 + · · · + nkθk. A necessary condition for β to be a cylinder curve is that the
holonomy is trivial. If the deformations are small enough, then this is also sufficient.
Now we need to ensure that we can arrange for all of these conditions to be met.
One way to do this is as follows. Choose a pair of saddle connections, say δ1 and δ2.
Along the top, rotate δ1 by a small positive angle ψ1 ∈ Qπ and along the bottom,
rotate δ1 along the bottom by −ψ1, so that the δ1–arc along the top is glued to that
on the bottom by a translation and rotation through angle θ1 = −2ψ1. Similarly,
along the top, rotate δ2 by a small negative angle ψ2 ∈ Qπ and along the bottom
by −ψ2, so the rotational part of the gluing is through an angle θ2 = −2ψ2. We
assume that n1θ1+n2θ2 = 0. We keep all other saddle connections horizontal (and
of the same length) on both the top and bottom. Observe that the vertical sides
can be assumed to remain vertical, but they may have different lengths. If ψ1 and
ψ2 are sufficiently small, then the discrepancy in their lengths is arbitrarily small.
By adjusting the lengths of δ1, say, we can ensure that the vertical sides have the
same length, as required.
Therefore, we can construct a fully punctured flat metric with finite holonomy
on S◦ containing α and β which have arbitrarily large distance in C(S◦).
3.3. Infinite diameter set of cylinder curves. Here we describe a construction
of q–flat metrics illustrating the necessity of the assumption in Theorem 1 that the
metric be fully punctured. For this, consider the translation surface in Figure 10.
We use this metric to construct another flat metric with holonomy of order 4 as
follows. First, choose a direction θ, and cut a slit of some small length ǫ > 0 starting
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Figure 10. Translation surface of genus 2 with 2 cone points.
at a cone point along each of the four singular leaves in direction θ. This produces
a subsurface Σ ⊂ S which is the complement of quadrilateral, equipped with a
Euclidean cone metric having four singular points of cone angle 2π on the boundary.
Cap off the quadrilateral with a square of side length 2ǫ, glued isometrically along
the edges, so that the corners of the square are glued to the singular points of the
boundary. This produces a flat metric ϕˆ on S, and the one cone point of cone angle
4π has given rise to four cone points of cone angle 5π
2
, occurring at the corners of
the square. The holonomy outside the square is exactly the same as before, but
now loops around these new cone points have holonomy which is a rotation of order
4. Therefore, the holonomy of (S, ϕˆ) has order 4.
Figure 11. Slits and gluing in a square without changing the
surface type. The far right shows the picture near the glued in
square.
Now suppose that ϕˆ has be constructed under the additional assumption that
ϕ has no saddle connection in the direction θ. In particular, the foliation in that
direction F is minimal and arational. Next rotate so that θ is vertical, and ap-
ply the time t Teichmu¨ller deformation to ϕ to produce a flat metric ϕt. We
additionally assume that θ has been chosen so that ϕt recurs to some fixed thick
part of Teichmu¨ller space at a sequence of times {tn} (true for almost every θ by
Kerckhoff-Masur-Smillie [9]).
Proposition 4. For the 4–flat metric ϕˆ on the closed surface of genus 2 just
defined, EC(ϕ) ⊂ C(S) has infinite diameter.
Proof. By a result of Masur [13] (and a compactness argument), for every n there
is a cylinder An on (S, ϕtn) with the distance between boundary components of
An–the width–greater than some fixed number δ > 0. Since the slit-arc length in
ϕtn is e
−tnǫ, which is tending to zero, there is a sub-cylinder A′n ⊂ An which is
disjoint from the slit-arcs. In the metric ϕ, the cylinder A′n is still an embedded
cylinder, and it is disjoint from the slit-arcs. Consequently, these cylinders also
embed in ϕˆ.
Because the core curves an of A
′
n have bounded length on ϕtn , it follows that
as n → ∞, an converges to F . Since F is minimal and arational, Klarreich’s
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Theorem [10] (see also [8, 16]) implies that the diameter in C(S) of {an} is infinite
(c.f. [14, Section 4.3]) and it converges to the point on the Gromov boundary
determined by F . 
4. Main Theorem
Having described a variety of examples, we now move on to prove the main
theorem.
Theorem 1 Let ϕ be a fully punctured flat metric on a surface S with finite holo-
nomy of order at least 3. Then EC(ϕ) has finite diameter in C(S).
We will need a lemma in the proof of Theorem 1, as well as in the proof of
Theorem 2 below, but this requires a little set up.
Suppose ϕ is a fully punctured q–flat metric on S with q ≥ 3 and p : (S0, ϕ0)→
(S, ϕ) the holonomy almost trivializing cover of degree q0 (see Section 2). Since ϕ
is fully punctured, so is ϕ0. Consider the preimage p
−1(A) of a maximal embedded
cylinder A ⊂ S. The set p−1A is the union of pairwise disjoint open cylinders
(since A is embedded) in equally spaced directions θ1, · · · , θq0 ∈ RP1; the covering
group is cyclic of order q0 and acts by rotation permuting these directions. Be-
cause ϕ0 is fully punctured, and because the directions of these q0 cylinders are all
distinct, it follows that the closures of these cylinders in S0 are pairwise disjoint.
Note, however, that the closure of any cylinder can self-intersect along some saddle
connections in the boundary.
Lemma 1. Let ϕ be a fully punctured flat metric on a surface S with holonomy
of order q ≥ 3 and p : (S0, ϕ0) → (S, ϕ) the holonomy almost trivializing cover
of degree q0. Given a sequence {An} of distinct, embedded maximal cylinders in
(S, ϕ), let {A1n, . . . , A
q0
n } be the sequence of components of the preimage in S0.
Then, there are pairwise disjoint closed subsurfaces Z1, . . . , Zq0 of S0, foliated
in equally spaced directions θ1, . . . , θq0 in RP1, and a subsequence of {An} so that
for each j, (any choice of) a core geodesic {ajn ⊂ A
j
n} Hausdorff converges to Z
j.
Moreover, for sufficiently large n, ajn is contained in Z
j.
Proof. Because the cylinders are distinct, we may pass to a subsequence so that
{An} all pairwise intersect nontrivially.
Let θ1n, · · · , θ
q0
n ∈ RP
1 be the equally spaced directions of A1n, . . . , A
q0
n , respec-
tively. Pass to a subsequence so that for each j, {θjn} is a set of distinct directions
and θjn → θ
j . Then θ1, . . . , θq0 ∈ RP1 are also equally spaced. Pass to a further
subsequence so that the Hausdorff limit Zj of the closure A¯jn exists for each j. The
covering group G of p : S0 → S cyclically permutes the set {Z
1, . . . , Zq0}.
Each Zj is a closed subset of S0 which is a union of geodesics in direction
θj that are either closed, or extend maximally in both directions (either as an
infinite ray, or a segment limiting to a deleted cone point). This follows from the
fact that each point x ∈ Zj is a limit of points in xn ∈ A¯
j
n, and the closed core
geodesic of A¯jn (or saddle connection in the boundary) through xn converge to the
geodesic in direction θj through x. Since A¯1n, . . . , A¯
q0
n are pairwise disjoint, the core
geodesics in distinct cylinders from this set have no transverse intersection points.
It follows that geodesics of Z1, . . . , Zq0 can have no transverse intersection points.
Because these geodesics are in different directions, this means that Z1, . . . , Zq0
are pairwise disjoint. Since the widths of the cylinders (distance between their
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boundary components) tends to zero, Zj is also a limit of any choice of core geodesic
of Ajn.
Let Fθ denote the foliation of (S0, q0) in direction θ. This foliation decomposes
into a finite union of cylinders foliated by simple closed geodesics and minimal com-
ponents; that is, foliated subsurfaces in which each leaf is dense; this well-known fact
follows, for example, by passing to measured geodesic laminations via straightening
(see [11]) and applying the classification of geodesic laminations into components
(see [4]), though a direct proof can also be obtained from the discussion of the
unglue in [7, Expose´ 9]. We refer to both the annuli and the minimal components
as the components of Fθ. From the previous paragraph, it follows that Z
j must be
the union of a subsurface Zj0 which is a union of minimal components of Fθj and
sub-cylinders of Fθj together with a finite number of saddle connections.
Claim 2. For each j and n sufficiently large, ajn ⊂ Z
j.
Proof. If Zj = S0 for any j, then q0 = 1, and there is nothing to prove, so we
assume that Zj 6= S0. Fix any j and let W
j denote the closure of the complement
W j = S0 − Zj . This is a subsurface foliated in direction θ
j and Zj ∩ W j is a
finite union of saddle connections (in direction θj). Hausdorff convergence implies
that for any ǫ > 0, ajn is contained in the ǫ–neighborhood Nǫ(Z
j) of Zj for n
sufficiently large. For ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, U jǫ = Nǫ(Z
j) − Zj is a union of
rectangles of width ǫ together with (punctured-disk) sectors of the ǫ–neighborhood
of the punctures. These sectors have angles which are integral multiples of π; See
Figure 12. From this we easily see that if ajn meets U
j
ǫ , it must leave Nǫ(Z
j), which
is impossible. Therefore, when ajn is in Nǫ(Z
j), then it is in fact contained in Zj,
as required. 
Figure 12. Part of the picture of Nǫ(Z
j) near a cone point. The
dark shaded portion is in Zj, while U jǫ = Nǫ(Z
j) − Zj is the
lightly shaded part. The foliation of W j is shown horizontally.
The ellipses signify part of the surface that has been omitted.
Now observe that since the directions {θjn} are distinct, a
j
n ⊂ Z
j for sufficiently
large n, and {ajn} Hausdorff converges to Z
j , it follows that Zj0 = Z
j. That is,
every saddle connection in direction θj contained in Zj is already in the subsurface
portion Zj0 : otherwise, some saddle connection σ would be approximated by an arc
of ajn for large n, and if the saddle connection were not contained in Z
j
0 , then an
arc of ajn would be contained in σ, contradicting the distinctness of the directions
{θjn}. Since Z
j = Zj0 is a subsurface foliated in direction θ
j , we are done. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose {An} is a sequence of embedded cylinders in (S, ϕ)
so that the sequence of core curves {an} has infinite diameter in C(S). In particular,
we may assume that the cylinders are all distinct. Let p : (S0, ϕ0)→ (S, ϕ) be the
holonomy almost trivializing cover and let Z1, . . . Zq0 be the foliated subsurfaces
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which are Hausdorff limits of core curves a1n, . . . , a
q0
n of A
1
n, . . . , A
q0
n as in Lemma 1
(after having passed to a subsequence, if necessary). Fix an essential simple closed
curve b in Z2.
By the main result of [17], {a˜1n} also has infinite diameter in C(S0). It follows that
for n large enough, a1n must nontrivially intersect b. But then the Hausdorff limit
of the a1n, which is contained in Z
1, necessarily intersects b (though not necessarily
transversely). This is impossible, since b is contained in Z2 and is thus disjoint from
Z1. This contradiction proves that {an} must have finite diameter, as required. 
For a flat metric on a closed surface S, the examples in Section 3.3 have embedded
cylinder curves with infinite diameter in C(S), while Theorem 1 tells us they have
finite diameter after fully puncturing. The next theorem says that this discrepancy
is entirely accounted for by examples of the type constructed in that section.
Theorem 2. Suppose ϕ is a flat metric on a closed surface with holonomy of finite
order q ≥ 3 and that {An} is a collection of maximal cylinders for which the set of
core curves {an} has infinite diameter in C(S). Then there is a subsurface Z ⊂ S
with a singular foliation by geodesics so that the complement is a collection of disks.
In this theorem, the surface Z may not be embedded, but only fails to be so at
a finite number of cone points. That is, there is a surface with boundary and map
Z → S so that Z is injective except possibly at a finite number of points in ∂Z
which all map to cone points.
Proof. We assume (by passing to a subsequence if necessary), that no subsequence
of {an} has finite diameter in C(S).
Fully puncture (S, ϕ), denote it by (S◦, ϕ◦), and let p : (S0, ϕ0) → (S
◦, ϕ◦) de-
note the holonomy almost trivializing cover. Then let A1n, . . . , A
q0
n , Z
1, . . . , Zq0 ,
θ1, . . . , θq0 be as in Lemma 1, and let us choose a1n, . . . , a
q0
n to be core geodesics for
the cylinders so that ajn → Z
j with the foliation in direction θj (having already
passed to a subsequence). Without loss of generality, the directions θjn of A
j
n are
distinct, for all n and j and ajn ⊂ Z
j (by passing to some tail of our subsequence).
Since the Z1, . . . , Zq0 are pairwise disjoint and cyclically permuted by the cov-
ering group G, p restricts to a homeomorphism from each Zj to Z◦ ⊂ S◦, a closed
subsurface, and maps the foliation by geodesics in direction θj to a foliation of Z◦
by geodesics: Note that any two of these homeomorphisms differ by an element of
the covering group, and thus Z◦ is independent of j. We also note that Z◦ is the
Hausdorff limit of the closures {A¯n∩S
◦} and that the core geodesics of An limit to
the geodesics foliating Z◦. Let Z = Z¯◦ ⊂ S, and observe that this is an embedded
subsurface, except possibly at the cone points, also (singularly) foliated by limits
of the core curve an of An. Moreover, since a
j
n ⊂ Z
j, it follows that an ⊂ Z.
Since {an} is assumed to have infinite diameter in C(S), the boundary of Z must
be homotopically inessential in S—otherwise the boundary would be an essential
curve disjoint from all an, proving {an}n>N has diameter 2 in C(S). But then, the
complement of Z is a collection of disks. 
Following similar ideas to the proof of Theorem 1, we can prove the follow-
ing about the set of embedded saddle connections, ESC(ϕ) for a flat metric with
holonomy of order at least 3.
Theorem 3. Let ϕ be a fully punctured flat metric on a surface S with finite
holonomy of order q ≥ 3. Then ESC(ϕ) has finite diameter in A(S).
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Proof. Suppose there exists a sequence {an} ⊂ ESC(ϕ) so that the distance from an
to some point of A(S) tends to infinity. Pass to the holonomy almost trivializing
cover p : (S0, ϕ0) → (S, ϕ), let a
1
n ∪ . . . ∪ a
q0
n = p
−1(an) be the preimage set of
pairwise disjoint embedded saddle connections. If θjn is the direction of a
j
n, then
after passing to a subsequence we may assume θjn → θ
j and that ajn Hausdorff
converges to a closed subset Zj , for each j = 1, . . . , q0. The proof of the lemma
can be carried out verbatim to show that Z1, . . . , Zq0 consists of pairwise disjoint
embedded subsurfaces foliated in equally spaced directions θ1, . . . , θq0 .
As in the proof of Theorem 2, p restricts to a homeomorphism Zj → Z ⊂ S, for
any component Zj. Because Z1, . . . , Zq0 is not the entire surface S0 (they are dis-
joint and foliated in different directions) it follows that Z 6= S. In particular, there
is a saddle connection in the boundary of Z. Again as in the proof of Theorem 2,
we find that an Hausdorff converges to Z and is eventually contained in Z for n
large enough. Consequently, the saddle connection in the boundary of Z is disjoint
from an, for large enough n, contradicting the fact that the distance to some point
of A(S) tends to infinity. 
5. Questions
The theorems and examples of this paper suggest a number of questions. We
list a couple of them here.
An affirmative answer to the following question would provide a quantitative
version of Theorem 1.
Question 1. Given a fully punctured flat metric ϕ with holonomy of finite order
q ≥ 3, is there a bound on the diameter of EC(ϕ) in C(S) that depends only q and
S? Is there a bound on the diameter of ESC(ϕ) in A(S) that depends only on q
and S?
The examples in Section 3.2 show that if there is a bound on the diameter of
EC(ϕ), it must necessarily depend on q.
The cylinder curves in the example from Section 3.3 limit to a single point on
the Gromov boundary of the curve complex.
Question 2. Do there exist flat metrics ϕ with holonomy of finite order q ≥ 3 so
that EC(ϕ) ⊂ C(S) accumulates on more than one point in the Gromov boundary?
The proof of Theorem 2 picks out a subsurface (with disk complementary compo-
nents) and foliation when EC(ϕ) has infinite diameter, suggesting that the answer
to this question is negative. The Gromov boundary of A(S) is also a space of
foliations; see Pho-On [16], and we ask the following related question.
Question 3. Do there exist flat metrics ϕ with holonomy of finite order q ≥ 3 so
that ESC(ϕ) ⊂ A(S) accumulates on more than one point in the Gromov boundary?
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